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Benjamin! Isaac’s! book,! The! Invention! of! Racism! in! Classical! Antiquity,!
discusses! the!origins!of! racism.!This!book!challenges! the!assumption! that!
racism! started! in! the! Eighteenth! Century,! asserting! that! something! as!









from! nowhere,! his!method! of! looking! for! racism! in! the! texts! assumes! a!
little! too!much! about!whole! societies! than!can!be! found! in! such! a! small!
sample!of!writings.!In!this!article,!I!will!use!reviews!from!David!Noy!and!
M.!Lambert!to!show!that,!while!Isaac!has!good!points!about!the!nature!of!
racism,! he! also! extrapolates! his! thinking! too!much,! and! has! somewhat!
inconsistent!interpretations!of!constitutes!racism.!!
! Benjamin! Isaac’s! book! begins! with! a! section! that! lays! out! his!
thoughts! on! racism.!The! review! by!M.! Lambert! praises! the! book! as! an!
“academic! tour-de-force”!which! it!described!as!having! “usability! increased!
by!clear!structure.”!It!is!particularly!keen!on!Isaac’s!definitions!of!race!and!
racism,! as! well! as! his! invention! of! the! word! “proto-racism,”! and! their!
separation!from!ethnic!prejudices.16!!Isaac’s!book!does!do!an!interesting!job!
of!defining! a!very! charged!word,!defining! racism! as! “an! attitude! towards!









has! a! point! stating! that! racism! was! not! invented! whole-cloth! in! the!
eighteenth!century,!and!his!definition!for!“proto-racism,”!his!terms!for!early!
thoughts! that! follow! this! pattern,! is! “attribut[ing]! to! groups! of! people!
common! characteristics! considered! to! be! unalterable! because! they! are!
determined! by! external! factors! or! heredity.”18! Isaac! does! an! interesting!
thing!with! theses!definitions,!divorcing! racism! from!necessarily!having! to!
attempt! to! create! a! scientific! element!or! including! a! color-bias.!Lambert!
feels! that! this! definition! is! a! step! forward! for! race! studies,! and,! sans! a!
problem! or! two!with! Isaac’s! depiction! of!Rome’s! practice! of! feminizing!
foreigners,! sees! the!book!very!positively.19! I! tend! to! agree!with!Lambert!
that! the!definition!of! racism! is! interesting! and!compelling,!but! I!disagree!
that!the!book!is!particularly!clear.!
! David! Noy’s! review! makes! the! point! that! Isaac! uses! texts! to!
represent!widely!held!beliefs! that!may!not!have!been! intended! to!do! so.!
Noy!particularly! criticizes! Isaac! for! doing! this!with! satires! and! oratories,!
but!Isaac!makes!this!assumption!throughout!the!book.20!!Isaac’s!book!looks!
at!various! forms!of!early!prejudice.!One! such! form! is! “the!environmental!
theory”!which!stated! that! the!climate! that!a!people! lived! in!would!affect!
their!physical!and!intellectual!characteristics.21!Isaac!rightly!shows!that!the!
environmental! theory! led! to! prejudice! and! the! thoughts! of! people!
belonging! to! “peoples! of! uniformly! good! or! bad! characters.”22! But! Isaac!
makes!a!leap!when!he!ascribes!this!hypothesis!to!the!whole.!This!happens!
when! he! links! Hippocrates’s! Airs,! Waters,! Places,! a! medical! text,! to!
undisputed! common! assumption:! “The! theory! is! put! forward! here!
explicitly,!but!there!can!be!little!doubt!that!it!was!generally!assumed!to!be!





that! such! racist! thoughts,! as! opposed! to! general! ethno-centrist! thoughts,!
were!particularly!widespread.!!
! Another!problem!with!Isaac’s!work!is!its!inconsistency!in!where!it!




















section! on! the! Roman’s! views! of! the!Germans! that! the!Germans! are! a!
better!people!due!to!their!purity:!“we!have…the!undoubted!assumption!of!
the!superiority!of!pure!lineage:!intermarriage!between!Germans!and!others!
would! affect! the!quality!of! their!offspring.”25! Isaac! is!making! a!big!claim!
that! this! example! of! pure! heritage! was! a! proto-racist! thought! leading!
Romans! to! think!of!Germans! as! superior.!However,!when!discussing! the!
Jews,!Isaac!discusses!the!Roman!distaste!for!this!people,!who!were!thought!
of! as!misanthropic.! Isaac! also! discusses! how! the! Jews!were! disliked! for!
their! apparent! use! of! proselytizing! to! acquire! new! members! to! their!
religion.26! However,! Isaac! does! not! link! this! mixing! of! peoples! in!
proselytizing!as!an!example!of!disliking!the!mixing!of!peoples.!Rather,!Isaac!
depicts! all! of! the! prejudices! against! the! Jews! as! ethnic,! and! not! proto-
racist.27!This! inconsistency! shows! that! Isaac!does!not!always!have!a!clear!
idea!what!separates!ethnic!prejudice!from!proto-racism.!!
! Lambert!points!out! that! Isaac’s!book!has! “helpful! summaries”!and!
some! “sensible!conclusions,”! and! that! it! is! readable,!but!concludes! that! it!
never! rises! above! a! pedestrian!work! of! analysis.28! ! I! tend! to! agree! that,!
while! Isaac! includes! some! very! helpful! thoughts,! including! a! thought-
provoking! definition! of! racism,! and! while! it! was! a! highly! readable!
exposition,! it!did!not!make! its!case!very!effectively.! Isaac’s!book! left! too!
much!out! to! clearly! link! racism! to! these! texts!or!define!proto-racism! as!
different! from! ethnic!prejudices.!While! Isaac’s! book! raises! an! interesting!
point!about!the!history!of!racism,!it!never!completely!delivers,!leaving!too!
many!questions!unaddressed.!However,!the!book!does!raise!an! interesting!
point!and!will!hopefully!inspire!other!scholars!to!follow!up!on!this!topic.!
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